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Abstract

Paradoxical appearance of negative metrics in the processes of emergences will
be analyzed from the viewpoint of Morse theory, induced representations and of
imprimitivity systems.

1 How to control inclusion relations

The aim of this report is to discuss the following issues which have been triggered by
the requirement for a theoretical framework to treat Dressed Photons:

how to fill the gap between Macroscopic Phenomena & Microscopic Theory,
on the basis of Micro‐Macro Duality in Quadrality Scheme,
comined with Saddle‐Point Instability,

Through the following examples, Lorentz symmetry/ Regge structure/ Dressed pho‐
tons/ Coulomb  modes/Tomita‐Takesaki modular theory for statistical mechnaics, con‐
trolling mechanism will be explained on the basis of induced representations.

Existence of quantum modes with “indefinite metric” breaks the consistency of
theory at Micro level, as is well known by the difficulties caused by longitudinal pho‐
tons. Therefore, one always tries to avoid longitudinal photons in QED.

However, this is in contradiction to the existence of Coulomb modes in Macro world!!

To understand such contradictory situations, we need first re‐examine the concept
and phenomena of symmetry breaking.

2 Symmetry Breaking creates Symmetric Space

When symmetry of the system described by a group  G is broken up to unbroken sub‐
group  H , a homogeneous space  G/H emerges in sector classifying space. In this situa‐
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tion,  G/H is shown to be a symmetric space with many nice properties [1], according
to the following criterion for symmetry breaking.

For this reason, induced representation  Ind_{H}^{G} [2] to describe the broken symmetry
 G on the sector classifying space  G/H as a symmetric space has a strong connection
with automorphic forms and zeta functions playing important roles in number theory.

The mutual relation between the quadrality scheme and the groups to describe sym‐
metries can be depicted as follows:

2.1 Symmetry breaking

General definition of symmetry breaking [3]:
Definition (Symmetry Breaking): Let  \mathcal{X} be a  C^{*} ‐algebra describing quantum fields
with an automorphic action  \tau:\mathcal{X}_{J\}}G of a Lie group  G on  \mathcal{X} and  (\pi, \mathfrak{H}) be a represen‐

tation of  \mathcal{X} . If the spectrum  s_{pec(3.(\mathcal{X}))}^{\tau} of its center  3_{\pi}(\mathcal{X})=3(\pi(\mathcal{X})") is pointwise
 G‐invariant (almost everywhere w.r.  t . the central measure), the symmetry  (G, \tau) on  \mathcal{X}

is said to be unbroken in  (\pi, \mathfrak{H}) and broken otherwise.

The reason for complicated situations concerning symmetry breaking in QFT is due to
such a contrast between quantum systems with finite vs. infinite degrees of freedom:
while the use of a unitary representation  U of  G leads automatically to the unbroken
symmetry (which is always the case for systems with finite degrees of freedom), the very
non‐existence of  U realizable only in those with infinite degrees of freedom characterizes
the broken symmetry. This is the reason why we need  G‐actions both in  C^{*} ‐ and  W^{*} ‐
versions in the above criterion for symmetry breaking.

2.2 Induced representation from unbroken to broken

To streamline the discussion, we define “augmented algebra” [3] by  a (C
 *

‐)crossed
product  \mathcal{X}\rangle\triangleleft(\overline{H\backslash G})=:\hat{\mathcal{X}} of  \mathcal{X} with the dual  (\overline{H\backslash G}) of  (G/H) , which allows uni‐
tary implementation of broken  G at the expense of non‐trivial center  3_{\pi}(\hat{\mathcal{X}}) with
Spec  (3_{\pi}(\hat{\mathcal{X}}))=G/H in the representation of  \hat{\mathcal{X}} . Thus the corresponding von Neu‐
mann algebra  \pi(\mathcal{X})" can be taken as  (\pi\rangle\triangleleft U_{\tau})(\hat{\mathcal{X}})" in the above definition. The ex‐
istence of a central spectrum as Spec  (3_{\pi}(\hat{\mathcal{X}}))=G/H suggests relevance of induced
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representations and imprimitivity [2] involving the following exact sequences:

Rep  (G/H)\hookrightarrow Rep(G)   Ind_{H}^{G}arrowarrow Rep(H) ,

 H \Leftrightarrow Garrow G/H.
 (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}

The bigger group  G can be viewed as a principal  H‐bundle over base space  G/H=
 Spec(3_{\pi}(\hat{\mathcal{X}})) as sector classifying space, and dual map  (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*} of  Ind_{H}^{G} (sometimes
called “Wigner rotation”) plays the role of gauge connection.

2.3 Symmetry breaking and symmetric spaces

Symmetry Breaking of Lie group  G with Lie algebra  \mathfrak{g} creates an interesting Micro‐
Macro interface between Micro level invariant under unbroken Lie subgroup  H with Lie
algebra  \mathfrak{h} and visible Macro level of sector classifying space  M=G/H.

 M : formed in the emergence of condensed order parameters which parametrize the
so‐called “degenerate vacua” arising from symmetry breaking.

According to the criterion for symmetry breaking,  M=G/H becomes a symmet‐
ric space (É. Cartan) [1] whose Lie structure  \mathfrak{m}=\mathfrak{g}/\mathfrak{h} is characterized locally by the
relation  [\mathfrak{m}, \mathfrak{m}]\subset \mathfrak{h}[4].

Here commutator  [\mathfrak{m}, \mathfrak{m}] of tangent vectors in  M describes holonomy effect of the
curvature of  M in loop motions on  M . Since a trajectory forming a loop returns to
its starting point on sector classifying space  M , net effect of the loop reduces to such
components of transformation group as fixing the sector unchanged, being contained in
unbroken symmetry corresponding to  \mathfrak{h} , which can be expressed as Macro loops  [\mathfrak{m}, \mathfrak{m}]
penetrated by Micro arrows in  \mathfrak{h}.

2.4 Examples of symmetric spaces: Chiral symmetry, Lorentz
boosts & second law of thermodynamics

1) Typical example of symmetry breaking yielding symmetric space structure can be
found in chiral symmetry of current algebra:

 [V, V]=V, [V, A]=A, [A, A]=V,

(  V\in \mathfrak{h} : vector currents,  A\in \mathfrak{m} : axial currents).

2) For Lorentz group  L_{+}^{\uparrow} as  G with rotation group  SO(3) as unbroken  H , we can
find a symmetric space  M=G/H\cong \mathbb{R}^{3} given by the space of all Lorentz frames
connected by Lorentz boosts. In fact, relations  [\mathfrak{h}, \mathfrak{h}]=\mathfrak{h},  [\mathfrak{h}, \mathfrak{m}]=\mathfrak{m},  [\mathfrak{m}, \mathfrak{m}]\subset \mathfrak{h} with

 \mathfrak{h}  :=\{M_{ij};i, j=1,2,3, i<j\},  \mathfrak{m}  :=\{M_{0i};i=1,2,3\} can be extracted from the Lorentz

Lie algebra:

 [iM_{\mu\nu}, iM_{\rho_{\sigma}}]=-(\eta_{\nu\rho}iM_{\mu\sigma}-
\eta_{\nu\sigma}iM_{\mu\rho}-\eta_{\mu\rho}iM_{\nu\sigma}+\eta_{\mu\sigma}
iM_{\nu\rho}) .
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2.5 Holonomy along Goldstone condensates

Thus, we see that  {\rm Spec}= sector‐classifying space has three different axes on different
levels:

i) sectors  \hat{H} of unbroken symmetry  H,
ii) degenerate vacua  G/H=M due to broken internal symmetry [3, 5],
iii)  \Gamma/G=\mathcal{R} as emergent space‐time [6] in broken external symmetry.
These axes appear geometrically as a series of structure group contractions   Harrow

  Garrow\Gamma of principal bundles  P_{H}\hookrightarrow P_{G}\hookrightarrow P_{\Gamma} over  \mathcal{R} , specified by solderings as bundle

sections,  \mathcal{R}\hookrightarrow\rho P_{G}/H=P_{H}H\cross(G/H),  \mathcal{R}\hookrightarrow\tau P_{\Gamma}/G=P_{G}G\cross(\Gamma/G)=P_{G}G\cross
\mathcal{R} , which

correspond physically to Goldstone modes.

2.6 Symmetric space structure  =Maxwell‐type equation due to
symmetry breaking

Symmetric space structures of  G/H=M &  \Gamma/G=\mathcal{R} arising from symmetry breaking
are characterized by the equation  [\mathfrak{m}, \mathfrak{m}]\subset \mathfrak{h} to connect holonomy  [\mathfrak{m}, \mathfrak{m}] (in terms of
curvature) with unbroken generators in  \mathfrak{h}.

It is really interesting to note that this feature is shared in common by Maxwell
 \xi y Einstein equations of electromagnetism and of gravity, respectively:

LHS: (curvature  F_{\mu\nu} or  R_{\mu\nu} )  = (source current  J_{\mu} or  T_{\mu\nu} ) : RHS,
which can be seen by noting that all the quantities  [\mathfrak{m}, \mathfrak{m}],  F_{\mu\nu} and  R_{\mu\nu} on LHS represent
holonomy terms and that those on RHS are associated with generators  \mathfrak{h} of unbroken
subgroups.

In the usual context (related to the 2nd Noether thm), Maxwell equation is un‐
derstood as an identity following from the gauge invariance of “action integral” under
local gauge transformations. In contrast we have no such classical quantities as action
integrals nor Lagrangian densities defined in our algebraic & categorical formulation of
quantum fields.

2.7 Galois functor in Doplicher‐Roberts reconstruction of sym‐
metry

We recall here how Doplicher & Roberts (DR) [7] recovers internal symmetry group
from  DR category  T of local excitations as group‐invariant data.

Objects of  T : local endomorphisms  \rho\in End(A) of observable algebra  \mathcal{A} , selected
by DHR localization criterion [8]  \pi_{0}\circ\rho t_{A(\mathcal{O}')}\cong\pi_{0}t_{A(\mathcal{O}')} , and

Morphisms of  T:T\in T(\rhoarrow\sigma)\subset \mathcal{A} intertwining  \rho,  \sigma\in T:T\rho(A)=\sigma(A)T.
The group  H of unbroken internal symmetry arises as the group  H=End_{\otimes}(V) of

unitary tensorial  (=monoidal) natural transformations  u :  Varrow V with the represen‐
tation functor  V :  T\hookrightarrow Hilb to embed  T into the Hilbert‐space category Hilb with
morphisms as bounded linear maps.
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2.8 Galois functor in category & local gauge invariance

Recall that a natural transformation  u:Varrow V is characterized by the commutativity

 V(\rho) arrow u_{\rho} V(\rho)
diagrams:   V(T)\downarrow  \mathcal{O}  \downarrow V(T) , namely,  V(T)u_{\rho}=u_{\sigma}V(T) for  T\in T(\rhoarrow\sigma) .

 V(\sigma) arrow V(\sigma)
 u_{\sigma}

Our simple proposal here is to define a local gauge transformation  \tau_{u}(V) of functor
 V by  \tau_{u}(V)(T)  :=u_{\sigma}V(T)u_{\rho}^{-1} corresponding to a natural transformation  u\in H=

 End_{\otimes}(V)[9,4].
Then, the above equality,  V(T)u_{\rho}=u_{\sigma}V(T) , can be reinterpreted as local gauge

invariance  \tau_{u}(V)=V of functor  V under local gauge transformation  Varrow\tau_{u}(V) induced
by a natural transformation  u\in H=End_{\otimes}(V) , as has been visualized in the context
of lattice gauge theory.

3 Trinity relation of Saddle point, Indefinte metric
 \mathcal{B} Non‐compact group

For the purpose of theorteical description of dressed photons, crucial step will be to rec‐
ognize proper dynamic functions in close relation with “tapering” cone structure formed
by condensed dressed photons. To implement ideas in this direction, it is important to
install the Clebsch‐dual variables due to Sakuma [10] which carry spacelike momenta
and constitute the characteristic off‐shell structure of electromagnetic field.

To see the general meaning of off‐shell structures, a trinity connection is to be
focused, among saddle‐point instability, presence of indefinite metric (in some
Hessians of Morse functions) and the action of a non‐compact group on the saddle
point.

In wider contexts including thermodynamics, statistical mechanics, gauge theories
and induced representations of groups, most important common aspects are the trinity
connection between saddle points & indefinite metric, due to the co‐existence of
stable  \mathcal{B} unstable directions corresponding to compact subgroup  H and to non‐
compact  G/H part of the bigger group  G , respectively.

3.1 Saddle points and Morse theory

When this mechanism for determining geometric invariants is applied to sector classi‐
fying space, non‐trivial relations between quantum Micro dynamics & geometric Macro
structure of classifying space can be envisaged and described in terms of unstable
modes and indefinite metric corresponding to saddle point structures. In Morse the‐
ory contexts [11] of deriving homologies and/or cohomologies as geometric invariants,
they are determined by negative‐metric components of Hessians defined as the second
derivatives of Morse functions whose dimensionality is called “Morse index”’
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In concrete systematic descriptions of dynamical processes from this viewpoint, the
actual meaning of treating “stability”’ aspects would be restricted to examining which
“branches” would satisfy the (conditional) stability and which conditions can support
the classifying space Spec describing the multi‐sector structure serves as the setting up
for such discussions.

3.2 Stability vs. instability

Thus it becomes possible for us to envisage the problems of whether stable or unstable
naturally in wider perspectives. Moreover, this kind of contexts would require us to
pursue such processes as the formation of classifying spaces Spec through emergences
triggered by the instability at saddle points as the bifurcation points between stability
& instability.

Through this kind of changes, big transitions would perhaps be implemented to
enable us to be faithful to such natural recognition that dynamical motions are
absolute and fundamental and stable states are conditional.

Are the basic points for this direction hidden in “indefinite metric” which has been
disliked so far?: answer to this question is really affirmative when we combine the
following points, i) indefinite metric at the saddle point, ii) symmetry breaking
aspects inherent in Maxwell equation, and iii) spacelike supports of dressed
photon momenta described by Clebsch‐dual field.

3.3 Roles separated into Micro vs. Macro with geometric in‐
variants

Now we consider the problems along the above line.
For this purpose, we consider first 1) induced representation of groups, and 2) guage

theories.

1) As is well known,
Lie group  G : compact  \Leftrightarrow Killing form  \theta of its Lie algebra  \mathfrak{g} is negative definite,
 G : non‐compact  \Leftrightarrow Killing form  \theta of  \mathfrak{g} is indefinite
While irreducible representation  (\sigma, W) of maximally compact subgroup  H is real‐

ized in  a (finite‐dimensional) positive definite Hilbert space  W , the irreducible finite‐
dimensional representation of non‐compact semisimple  G is possible only in a vector
space with indefinite metric.

4 Induced representation  Ind_{H}^{G}
In this situation, the induced representation  Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma) [2] of  G induced from a represen‐
tation  (\sigma, W) of  H can be realized in an infinite‐dimensional positive definite Hilbert
space  L_{\sigma}^{2}(G arrow W)=L^{2}(G)\bigotimes_{H}W which is defined as the subspace of  W‐valued functions
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 \xi :  Garrow W on  G satisfying the condition of  H‐equivariance:

 \xi(gh)=\sigma(h)\xi(g) for  g\in G and  h\in H.

According to the equivariance condition, the representation  (\sigma, W) of  H is recovered
(by the left translation) at the origin  e\in G :

 [l_{h-1}\xi](e)=\xi(he)=\xi(eh)=\sigma(h)\xi(e) .

In this way the appearance of indefinite metric in the representation space due
to non‐compactness of  G is absorbed into the infinite dimensionality of the repre‐
sentation space.

4.1 Micro‐unphysical can become Macro‐physical

2) In the case of (abelian) gauge theory with a gauge potential  A_{\mu} , its Lorentz covariant
formulation is possible only in a state vector space with an indefinite metric. In the total
space with indefinite metric, we can introduce the concept of a physical subspace  \mathcal{V}_{phys}
consisting of gauge‐invariant physical modes, by imposing such a “subsidiary condition
[12] as  \Phi\in \mathcal{V}_{phys}\Leftrightarrow(\partial_{\mu}A^{\mu})^{(+)}\Phi=0 . In this physical subspace  \mathcal{V}_{phys} longitudinal
modes causing the difficulties of indefinite metric are shown to be absent, according to
which consistency of the probabilistic interpretation is guaranteed within  \mathcal{V}_{phys} at the
Micro level.

Existence of quantum modes with indefinite metric spoils the consistency of the
theory at Micro levels, as is seen in the difficulties caused by longitudinal photons in
probabilistic interpretation. For this reason, one tries to exclude longitudinal photons
from QED and it is common wisdom that such unphysical modes can be systemati‐
cally expelled from physical subspace of physical modes selected by imposing a suitable
“subsidiary condition”

4.2 Coulomb mode as Micro‐unphysical & Macro‐physical

As a plain fact in real Macro world, Coulomb modes exist and mediate interactions be‐
tween electric charges. According to the standard “quantum‐classical correspondence
mutual relations between Micro & Macro, between quantum & classical, can be under‐
stood in such a way that quantum observables non‐commutative in Micro scales become
mutually commutative classical observables in the “classical limit” with  \hslasharrow 0 and that
classical observables can be “quantized” through imposing the canonical commutation
relations as a result of which quantum theory equipped with non‐commutative quantum
observables can be realized.

In non‐trivial emergence processes to Macro, however, this simple‐minded picture
between quantum & classical observables fails to hold by such paradoxical situations
that some physical variables invisible (or driven away as unphysical modes) at Micro
level may become visible in Macro world, as is exemplified by longitudinal Coulomb
modes. In such cases, how is the fate of risky “indefinite metric”??
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4.3 How induced representations avoid indefinite metric?

In emergence to Macro, indefinite metric in Micro disappears to be substituted by
geometric non‐triviality. This phenomenon takes place also in the construction of rep‐
resentations of non‐compact groups induced from its compact subgroup.

Typical example found in  \infty‐dimensional unitary rep. of (inhomogeneous) Lorentz
group  (\mathbb{R}^{4}x)SL(2, \mathbb{C}) , first established by a physicist E. Wigner in 1939 [13] in use of
the method of induced representations. In spite of non‐compactness of  SL(2, \mathbb{C}) , we do
not encounter infefinite metric in this situation.

Mechanism of induced representations to suppress infefinite metric can be seen in such
a form that non‐compact group  SL(2, \mathbb{C}) possibly inducing infefinite metric is treated
here as base space  M  :=G/H=SL(2, \mathbb{C})/SU(2) of  SU(2) ‐bundle:

 H :=SU(2)\hookrightarrow G=SL(2, \mathbb{C})arrow M=SL(2, \mathbb{C})/SU(2) .

4.4 Alternation between indefinite metric in Micro & geometric
non‐triviality in Macro

At each point of base space  M=SL(2, \mathbb{C})/SU(2) (as a part of sector classifying space),
we have a fixed Lorentz frame acted upon by rotation group  SU(2) as the structure
group of each Lorentz frame and the actions of Lorentz boosts  SL(2, \mathbb{C}) are just to
move from one Lorentz frame to another, which do not exhibit infefinite metric related
with  SL(2, \mathbb{C}) like the case of its matrix representation.

On this geometric setting up, the representation  Ind_{SU(2)}^{SL(2,\mathbb{C})}(\sigma)\in Rep(SL(2, \mathbb{C})) in‐

duced from a representation  \sigma\in Rep(SU(2)) is defined on the Hilbert space   L_{\sigma}^{2}(SL(2, \mathbb{C})arrow
 W) as given above, which is isomorphic to  L^{2}(M)\otimes W in the present situation where
the base space  M=SL(2, \mathbb{C})/SU(2) is a symmetric space.

4.5 “Wigner rotation” as dual of  Ind_{H}^{G}
Owing to the duality,

 [Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma)](g)=\langle g|Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma)\}=\langle(Ind_{H}^{G})^{
*}(g)|\sigma\}=\sigma((Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}(g)) ,

each group element  g\in G belonging to non‐compact  G=SL(2, \mathbb{C}) is transferred to
 (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}(g) belonging to compact subgroup  H  :=SU(2) :

Rep  (SU(2))\ni\sigma\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma)\in Rep(SL(2, 
\mathbb{C})) ,

 SU(2)\ni(Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}(g)arrow g\in SL(2, \mathbb{C}) .

This mapping  (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*} is called (in physics) “Wigner rotation since each of its image
 (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}(g)\in SU(2) is a rotation.
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4.6 “Wigner rotation” as gauge connection

According to exact sequence  H\hookrightarrow Garrow M=G/H , group  G can be interpreted as an
 H‐principal bundle with structure group  H over base space  M=G/H . In this context,
the sequences Rep  (G/H)\hookrightarrow Rep(G)arrow Rep(H) and  H\hookrightarrow Garrow G/H are split exact
sequences, owing to the induced representation  Ind_{H}^{G} : Rep  (H)arrow Rep(G) and to the
“Wigner rotation” as its dual  (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*} :  G\ni g\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}(g)\in H , resepectively:

Rep  (G/H)\hookrightarrow Rep(G)   Ind_{H}^{G}arrowarrow Rep(H) ,

 H \Leftrightarrow Garrow G/H.
 (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}

I.e. vector bundle Rep (G) on base space Rep(H) with standard fiber Rep  (G/H) has
 Ind_{H}^{G} as a horizontal lift.

Principal  H‐bundle  G over  G/H has a  H‐valued connection given by  (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*}
 \Rightarrow Induced representation gives a basis for structural analogy with gauge theory,

in terms of gauge connection  (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*} as a splitting of exact sequence.

4.7 No Problem for Macro Coulomb mode

In the case of 2) with the Coulomb mode, we need not worry about the appearance
of indefinite metric because the longitudinal Coulomb mode of classical gauge fields is
already described in terms of the commutative variables. Instead, what can be non‐
trivial now is the possibility for condensed modes of particles due to Coulomb attractive
force, according to which such non‐trivial effects as superconductivity phenomena can
be realized.

5 Spacelike momenta shared by statistical mechan‐
ics, Regge poles, dressed photons & Coulomb force

After the case studies of 1) induced representations and 2) gauge theories with Coulomb
mode, what to be analyzed for the purpose of understanding common features among
various composite systems with inclusion relations can be found as follows:

3) statistical mechanics and thermodynamics
4) Regge trajectories appearing in hadron scattering processes,
5) mechanism of dressed photons.

Because of the big difference in the appearance among these five cases, however, it
may be unclear where we can find any coherent common features. Just skipping the
detailed account along individual specific features, the common essence shared by all
these cases can be found in the existence of the following three levels as well as their
mutual relationship:
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5.1 Exact sequence consisting of  broken/ unbroken symmetry
groups

a) a compact Lie group  H to describe inivisible Micro dynamics associated with some
flows,

b) the level of“horizontal duality” formed by the algebra  \mathcal{X} of observables to visualize
 H and the state space  E_{\mathcal{X}}(\subset \mathcal{X}^{*}) of  \mathcal{X} which is controlled by a Lie group  G containing
 H as a subgroup, and,

c) the sector classifying space Spec  (\supset G/H) emerging from the states  E_{\mathcal{X}} of  \mathcal{X},
What is most important is such a situation that the group  G(\supset H) controlling

the level b) of “horizontal duality” is a non‐compact Lie group with a Killing form
with indefinite signature, arising from the extention of the group  H of Micro dynamics,
characterized by the exact sequences:

 H\hookrightarrow Garrow G/H,
Rep  (G/H)\hookrightarrow Rep  (G)arrow Rep(H) .

5.2 Examples of  broken/ unbroken sequences

For instance, in the case of dressed photons, the region with spacelike momenta is
created by introducing the Clebsch‐dual variables and in the case of Regge trajectory
in hadron physics, the  t and  u‐channels formed via the duality transformations  s\Leftrightarrow t

&  s\Leftrightarrow u interchanging  s,  t &  u‐channels provide the stages of Regge trajectories
consisting of the series of Regge poles with complex angular momenta. While
well‐known Gibbs formula  \langle A }  =Tr(Ae^{-\beta H})/Tr(e^{-\beta H}) in statistical mechanics shows
no remarkable structural features, it can be applied only to small finite systems with
discrete energy spectrum, In contrast, Tomita‐Takesaki modular theory required for
the treatment of general systems with infinite degrees of freedom is equipped with such
a double structure as consisting of the von Neumann algebra  \mathcal{M} of physical variables
in the system and its modular dual  \mathcal{M}'=J\mathcal{M}J whose composite system  \mathcal{M}\vee JMJ is
controlled by the Hamiltonian  H_{\beta}=-JH_{\beta}J with “indefinite metric whose physical
interpretation can be reduced to the concept of heat bath.

5.3 Induced representations & automorphic forms

The induced representation  Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma) of the Lorentz group  G=SL(2, \mathbb{C}) determined
by a unitary representation  \sigma of the rotation group  H=SU(2) in a finite‐dimensional
vector space  W is given in an infinite‐dimensional Hilbert space  V defined by

 V  := {  \varphi :  Garrow W;\varphi(gh)=\sigma(h^{-1})\varphi(g) for  g\in G,  h\in H}

according to the defining equation  [Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma)(g)\varphi](g_{1})  :=\varphi(g^{-1}g_{1}) , which reproduces
 \sigma(h) for  h\in H at  g=e\in G :

 [Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma)(h)\varphi](e)=\sigma(h)[\varphi(e)].
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5.4 Automorphic forms arising from induced representation

By means of the horizontal lift  G/Harrow G of  G/H=SL(2, \mathbb{C})/SU(2) associated
with the “Wigner rotation”’  (Ind_{H}^{G})^{*} , the domain of  Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma) can be shifted from  G

to  G/H . Therefore, if we express the elements  g\in G in the form of fractional linear
transformation, the above definition of  V can be rewritten with as

  V=\{\varphi :  G/H arrow W;\varphi(gz)=\sigma(cz+d)^{-1}\varphi(\frac{az+b}{cz+d}) ,

 g=(\begin{array}{ll}
a   b
c   d
\end{array}) \in G, z\in G/H\},
which shows that the module  V consists of automorphic forms  \varphi . Since automorphic
forms are transformed into  \zeta functions by Mellin transform, the pair  (G, H) with  G/H
a symmetric space is related to the number‐theoretical contexts.

5.5 Fractional linear transformaions

While the use of fractional linear transformation: gz  := \frac{az+b}{cz+d} for  g=(\begin{array}{ll}
a   b
c   d
\end{array})  \in G

may look accidental owing to the  (2\cross 2)‐matricial form of  SL(2, \mathbb{C}) , this is not the case
because this speciality can be easily lost by such identification of the Lorentz group as
 G\simeq SO(1,3)  \hookrightarrow M(4, \mathbb{R}) . Actually, what is essential is not such a special form of
matrices but the decomposition of representation vector space  \mathfrak{B} of  G into unbroken  \mathfrak{B}_{1}
and broken subspaces  \mathfrak{B}_{2},  \mathfrak{B}=\mathfrak{B}_{1}\oplus \mathfrak{B}_{2} , according to which  G has such a decomposition

 \mathfrak{B}_{1} \mathfrak{B}_{2}

as  \mathfrak{B}_{2}\mathfrak{B}_{1}  (\begin{array}{ll}
A   B
C   D
\end{array}) in a certain neighbourhood of the identity element of  G.

5.6 Flag manifold as generalization of fractional linearity

Moreover, if we want to extend the above bipolar contrast between unbroken vs broken
into some scale‐dependent multi‐polar gradations of symmetry breakings along many
steps, we can consider such a flag manifold structure as related with a multi‐component
decomposition  \mathfrak{B}=\mathfrak{B}_{1}\oplus \mathfrak{B}_{2}\oplus\cdots\oplus 
\mathfrak{B}_{r} of the representation space  \mathfrak{B} :

 G=U(p_{1}+p_{2}+\cdots+P_{r})

 (\sim G/H=U(p_{1}+p_{2}+\cdots+p_{r})/[U(p_{1})\cross U(p_{2})\cross \cdot\cdot
\cdot \cross U(p_{r})],

which may be related with the continued fractions. In this context, we can see the
intrinsic relation between fractional linearity and Grassmann manifold in the case of
 r=2.
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6 “Indefinite Metric” inherent in Modular Structure

of Thermal Equilibrium

Here we want to touch on a blind spot in the “common sense” in physics which can
interpret the “stability” of a state only in such a restricted form as the poisitivity of the
energy in the form of spectral condition.

While, in inifinite system with the operator  e^{-\beta H} out of trace class, it is impossible
to separate sharply the physical system and its heat bath, the mutual relation between
them can be mathematically understood [14, 15] by the relation:

 H_{\beta}=-JH_{\beta}  J. (1)

If the component  H of  H_{\beta} acting on the system  \mathcal{X}_{\omega} can safely be extracted and be
separated from that on the commutant  \mathcal{X}_{\omega}' , then the essential contents of this equation
could be seen in such a form as

 H_{\beta}=H-JHJ,

6.1 Negative metric in modular theory and heat bath

In infinite systems, however, meaning of the above  H is only formal. Apart from this
subtlety, the above formal equation explains that anti‐unitary operator  J interchanges
the system & its heat bath. Since total system consisting of the system & heat bath
has Hamiltonian  H_{\beta} whose spectrum is positive/ negative symmetric as in (1), negative
energy component may be interpreted as energy going from the system to the heat
bath. Interestingly enough, concept of “heat bath” which is mysterious but important in
thermodynamics has once been expelled by Gibbs formula  \langle A }  =Tr(Ae^{-\beta H})/Tr(e^{-\beta H})
(applicable only for the system with discrete spectrum), but, has survived.in the abstract
form in algebraic general formulation of statistical mechanics based upon the Kubo‐
Martin‐Schwinger condition [16, 14, 15]:

 \omega_{\beta} (AB (t))  =\omega_{\beta}(B(t-i\beta)A) ,

which is free from such a restriction of discrete energy spectrum.
Similarly to longitudinal photons with “negagive metric” Hamiltonian  H_{\beta} of the

total system contains negative component (formally −JHJ), which means the exis‐
tence of a saddle point instability associated with thermal equilibrium states.
Without unstable modes and their condensations, existence of Macro heat bath may
have been impossible.

7 Frobenius Reciprocity

Two opposite directions are involved in induced representations, to expand  \sigma\in Rep_{H}
of smaller  H into that  Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma)\in Rep_{G} of bigger  G , and to identify a given  \gamma\in Rep_{G}
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of  G as  \gamma=Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma) induced from  \sigma\in Rep_{H} of  H . This latter process is controlled by
the imprimitivity. Mutual relation between two processes is controlled by Frobenius
reciprocity:

 Rep_{H}(\gamma r_{H}arrow\sigma)arrowarrow Rep_{G}(\gammaarrow Ind_{H}^{G}
(\sigma))
or

 Rep_{G}(Ind_{H}^{G}(\sigma)arrow\gamma)arrowarrow Rep_{H}(\sigmaarrow\gamma 
r_{H}) ,

where  Rep_{G}(\gamma_{1}arrow\gamma_{2}) means the set of intertwiners  T :  \gamma_{1}arrow\gamma_{2} from  \gamma_{1} to  \gamma_{2}

satisfying the intertwining relation  \forall g\in GT\gamma_{1}(g)=\gamma_{2}(g)T , namely,

 T\in Rep_{G}(\gamma_{1}arrow\gamma_{2})\Leftrightarrow\forall g\in G:
T\gamma_{1}(g)=\gamma_{2}(g)T

 V_{\gamma_{1}} arrow^{T} V_{\gamma_{2}}
 \gamma_{1}(g)\downarrow O \downarrow\gamma_{2}(g)

 V_{\gamma_{1}} arrow^{T} V_{\gamma_{2}}
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A Brief Summary of Micro‐Macro Duality in Quadral‐
ity Scheme

Integrating [dynamical aspects of the system in question] with [geometric description
of the relevant structure in terms of invariants generated by dynamical processes which
implement classification of the processes and structures]

 \Rightarrow category‐theoretical framework of “Micro‐Macro  duality+quadrality scheme”
([3]; I.O., “Quantum Fields and Micro‐Macro Duality” [17] and also see [18] (both in
Japanese)) by incorporating categorically natural duality between dynamical processes

 \not\in y classifying spaces.
By analyzing closely in this framework dynamical processes and classifying scheme

based on geometric invariants generated by the former processes, we can understand
that both of invisible Micro domain corresponding to dynamical processes and of visible
Macro structure to the classifying structure in terms of geometric invariants constitute
duality structure, to be called “Micro‐Macro duality”’ [19].

A.l Quadrality scheme

Duality between  on-shell  arrowarrow 0ff‐shell means that on‐shell corresponds to the particle‐like
Macro and the off‐shell to the existence of quantum fields in virtual invisible modes.
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Micro processes of motions can be described by a group(oid) structure acting on the
algebras of physical quantities, Macro classifying structure emerging from dynamical
processes can be extracted from the structure of state space as the dual of algebra of
physical quantities and a geometric space emerges consisting of classifying indices ex‐
tracted from states which functions as the dual of the Micro dynamical system. Putting
altogether these four ingredients of dynamics, algebras, states and classifying space,
they constitute a “ quadrality scheme” describing “Micro‐Macro duality”’ [19]:

A.2 Emergence of sector classifying space

In this mathematical framework for describing emergence process, crucial roles are
played by the concept of a “sector”

What is a sector: for the mathematical description of a quantum system, we need a
non‐commutative  (C^{*}-) algebra  \mathcal{X} (: Algebra) of physical variables to characterize
the system and a certain family of states  \omega\in E_{\mathcal{X}} to quantify measured values  \omega(A) of
physical variables  A\in \mathcal{X} . According to GNS theorem [15], a representation  (\pi_{\omega}, \mathfrak{H}_{\omega}, \Omega_{\omega})
(called GNS representation) of  \mathcal{X} is so constructed from  \omega that physical variables  A\in \mathcal{X}

are represented as linear operators  \pi_{\omega}(A) acting on a Hilbert space  \mathfrak{H}_{\omega} , the totality of
which determines a very important concept of representation von Neumann algebra
 \pi_{\omega}(\mathcal{X})"=:\mathcal{X}_{\omega} . Elements  C\in 3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}) of the center  3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}) of  \mathcal{X}_{\omega} defined by

 3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}):=\pi_{\omega}(\mathcal{X})"\cap\pi_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}
)'=\mathcal{X}_{\omega}\cap \mathcal{X}_{\omega}',

are commuting with all elements  X in  \mathcal{X}_{\omega}:[C, X]=0 for  \forall X\in \mathcal{X}_{\omega}

and play the role of “order parameters” as commutative Macro observables.

A.3 Sectors  = factor states

Commutativity of center allows simultaneous diagonalization of  3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}) yields spec‐
tral decomposition of a commutative algebra  3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X})=L^{\infty} (Spec) with spectrum of
 3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}) denoted by Spec  :=Sp(3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X})) . The diagonalized situation with all the or‐
der parameters specified corresponds physically to a pure phase, or mathematically
corresponding to a quasi‐equvalence class of a factor state  \gamma with a trivial cener:
 3_{\gamma}(\mathcal{X})=\mathcal{X}_{\gamma"}\cap \mathcal{X}_{\gamma'}=\mathbb
{C}1 which is called a sector. Here quasi‐equvalence [20] means
unitary equivalence up to multiplicity and a factor state corresponds to a minimal
unit of states or representations in the sense that its center cannot be decomposed any
more.
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A.4 Sectors and disjointness

To understand properly the concept of sectors, it is crucial to note the following points
about the mutual relations between different sectors. Namely, the relation betwen two
different sectors  \pi_{1},  \pi_{2} is expressed by the concept of disjointness as follows:

 T\pi_{1}(A)=\pi_{2}(A)T(\forall A\in \mathcal{X}) \Rightarrow T=0,

which is stronger than unitary inequivalence and has deep implications as seen later.
Macro quantities characterized by their commutativity appear as the center  3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}) of
a mixed phase algebra  \pi_{\omega}(\mathcal{X})"=\mathcal{X}_{\omega} containing many different sectors as pure phases,
and its spectrum  Spec=Sp(3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X})) as realized values  \chi\in Spec of order parameters
 C\in 3_{\omega}(\mathcal{X}) discriminates the pure phases contained in the mixed phase state  \omega , The
sectors as pure phases play the roles as the Mico‐Macro boundary between quantum
Micro system & classical Macro system as the environment, and they unify, at the same
time, both these into a Micro‐Macro composite system as a mixed phase.

A.5 Relations among sectors

According to this story, the duality between intra‐sectorial domains vs. inter‐sectorial
relations holds as follows:

The concept of sectors defined in this way as Micro‐Macro boundaries between in‐
visible Micro & visible Macro realizes the theoretical framework of quadrality scheme
which provides the precise formulation of “quantum‐classical correspondence”

A.6 Disjointness vs. quasi‐equivalence

Along this line, we clarify the homotopical basis of Tomita theorem of central decom‐
position of states and representations [15].

In the  C^{*}‐category  Rep_{\mathcal{X}} of representations of a  C^{*}‐algebra  \mathcal{X} , there exists the
universal representation  \pi_{u}=(\pi_{u}, \mathfrak{H}_{u})\in Rep_{\mathcal{X}} containing  \forall\pi=(\pi, \mathfrak{H}_{\pi})\in Rep_{\mathcal{X}} as its
subrepresentation:  \pi_{u}\succeq\pi=(\pi, \mathfrak{H}_{\pi})\in Rep_{\mathcal{X}}.

Such  \pi_{u} can be concretely realized as the direct sum  (\pi_{u}, \mathfrak{H}_{u})  := \bigoplus_{\omega\in E_{\mathcal{X}}}(\pi_{\omega}, \mathfrak{H}_{\omega}) of all

the GNS representations, with the action of universal enveloping von Neumann algebra

 \mathcal{X}"\cong \mathcal{X}^{**}\cong\pi_{u}(\mathcal{X})"(\sim \mathfrak{H}_
{u}.
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For a representation  \pi\in Rep_{\mathcal{X}} its “disjoint complement”  \pi^{\circ}1 is defined [21] as maximal
representation disjoint from  \pi :

  \pi^{\circ}:=\sup\{\rho\in Rep_{\mathcal{X}};\rho\circ\pi\}11,

where  \rho 0\pi 1\Leftrightarrow Rep_{\mathcal{X}}(\rhoarrow\pi)=\{0\} : i.e., no non‐zero intertwiners.

A.7 Disjoint complements & quasi‐equivalence

Then, we observe the following four points, i)  -v)  [21] :

i)  P(\pi^{\circ})=c(\pi)^{\perp}1,
 P(\pi^{\circ\circ})|1=c(\pi)^{\perp\perp}=c(\pi)  :=u\in \mathcal{U}(\pi(\mathcal{X})')\vee uP.u^{*}\in \mathcal{P}(3(W^{*}
(\mathcal{X}))) ,

where  P(\pi)\in W^{*}(\mathcal{X})' is defined as the projection corresponding to  (\pi, \mathfrak{H}_{\pi}) in  \mathfrak{H}_{u} and
 c(\pi) is the central support of  P(\pi) defined by the minimal central projection majorizing
 P(\pi) in the center  3(W^{*}(\mathcal{X}))  :=W^{*}(\mathcal{X})\cap W^{*}(\mathcal{X})' of  W^{*}(\mathcal{X}) .

ii)  \pi_{1}^{\circ\circ}||=\pi_{2}^{\circ\circ}|1\Leftrightarrow\pi_{1}
\approx\pi_{2} (: quasi‐equivalence  = unitary equivalence up to multi‐
plicity  \Leftrightarrow\pi_{1}(\mathcal{X})"\simeq\pi_{2}(\mathcal{X})"\Leftrightarrow 
c(\pi_{1})=c(\pi_{2})\Leftrightarrow W^{*}(\pi_{1})_{*}=W^{*}(\pi_{2})_{*})

A.8 Quasi‐equivalence & modular structure

iii) Representation  (\pi^{\circ\circ}, c(\pi)\mathfrak{H}_{u})|| of the von Neumann algebra  W^{*}(\pi)\simeq\pi^{\circ\circ}(\mathcal{X})"|1 in

 c(\pi)\mathfrak{H}_{u}=P(\pi^{\circ\circ})\mathfrak{H}_{u}|1 gives the standard form of  W^{*}(\pi) equipped with a normal faithful
semifinite weight  \varphi and the associated Tomita‐Takesaki modular structure  (J_{\varphi}, \triangle_{\varphi})[15],
whose universality is characterized by the adjunction,

 Std(\pi^{\circ\circ}|1arrow\sigma)\simeq Rep_{\mathcal{X}}(\piarrow\sigma) .

Namely, any intertwiner  T\in Rep_{\mathcal{X}}(\piarrow\sigma) to a standard form representation  (\sigma, \mathfrak{H}_{\sigma})

of  W^{*}(\sigma) is uniquely factored  T=T^{\circ\circ}o\eta_{\pi}|1 through the canonical homotopy  \eta_{\pi}\in

 Rep_{\mathcal{X}}(\piarrow\pi^{\circ\circ})|| with  \exists!T^{\circ\circ}||\in Rep_{\mathcal{X}}(\pi^{\circ\circ}|1arrow\sigma) .

A.9 Symmetry and fixed‐point subalgebra

Let a physical system be described by the algebra  \mathcal{X} of its physical variables. Under
action  \alpha=(\alpha_{g})_{g\in G} of a Lie group  G via automorphisms  \alpha_{g} on  \mathcal{X} , the observable algebra
 \mathcal{A} is defined as  G‐invariant subalgebra of  \mathcal{X} by

 \mathcal{A}=\mathcal{X}^{G}  := {  A;\alpha_{g}(A)=A for  \forall g\in G}.

Under suitable assumptions, an exact sequence

 \mathcal{A}\hookrightarrow \mathcal{X}arrow \mathcal{X}/\mathcal{A}\cong\hat{G}
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arises in this situation, from which total algebra  \mathcal{X} can be recovered from the observable
algebra  \mathcal{A}[22,7] by means of the crossed product of  \hat{G} in the context of the categorical
adjunction:

 \mathcal{A}=\mathcal{X}^{G}arrowarrow \mathcal{X}=\mathcal{A}
\triangleleft\hat{G}.

When we combine the inclusion relation of groups controlled by the exact sequence
 H\hookrightarrow Garrow G/H with the group actions on the algebras of physical variables, we en‐
counter the situation of symmetry breakings which involves the mutual relations among
various subalgebras  \mathcal{X}^{G}\hookrightarrow \mathcal{X}^{H}\hookrightarrow \mathcal{X} .
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